The annual rate of increase in prescription drug spending has clearly tapered in recent years, and yet the share of prescription drug expenditures paid by public and private health insurers continues to grow. Pressures to effectively manage prescription drug costs remain as high as ever, given the many factors (e.g., increasing demand, drug inflation rates, specialty drug development, and aggressive drug marketing) working collaboratively to drive even higher drug spending. It is essential that plan sponsors exercise high levels of due diligence in pharmacy benefit manager review and appraisal to ensure proper balance of quality clinical care, sufficient access, and optimal cost-efficiency in the delivery of such benefits. This review is designed to provide a comprehensive understanding of current pharmacy benefit management business practices and help equip plan sponsors with the knowledge, strategies, and safeguards to drive a well-informed pharmacy benefit selection process and, inevitably, a better-aligned pharmacy benefit management-payor relationship. [AHDB.2008;1(5):9-19.]
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THE ORGANIZATION IN ITS PBM CONTRACTING, AND SECURE A TRUSTING, SATISFACTORY, AND LONG-TERM PAYOR–PBM WORKING RELATIONSHIP.

SPREADING THE WEALTH

Anyone who has ever purchased a theater ticket through a ticket broker has experienced first-hand the effects of “spread” pricing. Ticket brokers will typically purchase tickets at one price and then resell them at an inflated level, keeping the differential for themselves as their service fee. Similarly, many PBMs have been generating substantial revenue for years by paying their contracted network pharmacies at one rate and then charging their clients a higher rate, pocketing the difference. But unlike ticket brokers, the net differential kept by PBMs has not always been as apparent to its clients, nor have these PBMs been forthcoming in sharing this information.

Charging plan sponsors a higher rate for prescription drugs than the PBM had actually paid for the drugs, and retaining the difference, is referred to as “differential pricing” or “spread pricing.” As an example, let’s assume a PBM contracts with a plan sponsor at a pharmacy reimbursement level for brand-name drugs based on the average wholesale price (AWP) of the medication minus a 14% discount. This may seem a reasonable and acceptable discount, but unbeknown to the client, often the PBM’s actual contracted rate of discount with its network pharmacies is significantly more aggressive (eg, AWP minus 17%), thus allowing the PBM to keep a significant differential on every branded claim as undisclosed revenue. This remains a common PBM practice and applies to brand-name and generic drugs. With generic drugs, revenues generated through retained pharmacy spread can be even more substantial and more worthy of close examination. Strategies for plan sponsors on how to avoid potential conflicts with PBMs are listed in Table 1.

Although no one would argue that PBMs are entitled to a fair profit for their efforts on a plan’s behalf in building and maintaining an effective pharmacy distribution network, manipulation of actual pharmacy reimbursement rates raises the following concerns. A spread-pricing model:

• Can prevent plan sponsors from achieving the maximal discount possible on their drug spending. Dollar values of such spread among traditional PBMs have been reported to routinely amount to as much as $2 to $4 for a prescription claim. Depending on the size and demographic makeup of a plan, such spread-pricing models can result in lost cost savings to the plan of hundreds of thousands of dollars.

• Creates an incentive for PBMs to promote higher-cost branded agents: the higher the AWP of a given agent, the greater the spread (or profitability) on that claim to the PBM.

• Offers an incentive for PBMs to unnecessarily drive a greater volume of prescriptions, and/or a disincentive to curb inappropriate drug overutilization, because the more prescriptions are filled, the greater the number of spreads retained by the PBM.

• Provides an opportunity for PBMs to deliberately manipulate AWP prices. Plan sponsors need to be aware that PBMs can use various price reference databases to obtain AWP prices, which can vary significantly on any given product from one database to another. A spread-pricing model also allows PBMs to pay network pharmacies off of one reference database (the one with the lowest referenced AWP) and then charge its plan sponsors off of another (the one with the highest AWP listing), thus further enhancing its retained spread on every claim.

GENERIC DRUG PRICING: NO LONGER AN AFTERTHOUGHT

In evaluating PBM vendors, a common mistake plan sponsors make is their undue focus and attention on brand-name medications and branded drug pharmacy discount levels. With generic utilization rates exceed-
In processing payment to contracted pharmacies for the dispensing of generic drug products, almost all PBMs today will use a maximum allowable cost (MAC) reimbursement program. MAC was originally established by the Health Care Finance Administration to prevent pharmacies from purchasing a lower-priced product from one generic manufacturer and then billing the government for a higher-priced product from another manufacturer. MAC represents the highest price a pharmacy or pharmacy chain contractually agrees to use in determining a fair and equitable level of reimbursement for all pharmacies, while ensuring that plan sponsors are not paying overly inflated rates for drug products.

In marketing their services, many PBMs will use MAC pricing programs to attract new clients, claiming extensive savings relative to such programs. Purchasers of PBM services, however, should be aware of the ways in which a PBM can manipulate MAC pricing programs (Table 2) to make them attractive to clients, while inevitably serving as yet another tool to drive greater revenues for the PBM and potentially depriving clients of maximal dollar savings with generic drugs. The key tactics PBMs use to maximize profitability by MAC pricing are:

- Many PBMs will reimburse their national network of pharmacies off a very broad and aggressive MAC pricing list, but then turn around and charge plan sponsors for the same drugs off of a much less broad and much less aggressively priced list, once again netting the difference for themselves.

### Table 1: Plan Sponsor Strategies: Contracting a PBM

1. Demand full transparency in your contract negotiations with a PBM about network pharmacy discounts. PBMs should divulge to you their contracted rate and their blended effective rate for branded and for generic agents within your geographic region. If there is one large chain in your area, demand to know the specific contracted rate for that pharmacy; a PBM’s contracted rate may vary from one pharmacy chain to another, and among independent pharmacies.

   - **Contracted rate** is the reimbursement rate that a specific pharmacy or pharmacy chain contractually agrees to accept for processing prescription drug claims on behalf of a specific PBM.

   - **Effective rate** is the actual blended performance rate of discount to the AWP, accounting for differences in reimbursement rate among individual pharmacies and the net effect of drugs that process at a customary level (the pharmacy’s retail price of a drug), which may be lower than the negotiated AWP discount.

2. Consider a requirement of full pass-through in contracting, ensuring that you will be charged no more than the actual amount paid by the PBM to their network pharmacies, including all net pharmacy discounts and dispensing fees. Ensure that the pass-through pricing applies to both in-state as well as out-of-state pharmacies.

3. Consider using contractual commitments from the PBM of pricing guarantees that hold the PBM financially accountable for projected effective rates put forth during request for proposal response processes.

4. Contractually secure full auditing rights to PBM actual acquisition cost data and network pharmacy contracts.

5. Ask the PBM what reference it uses in determining AWP pricing for pharmacy reimbursement and contractually obligate the PBM to use a single, mutually agreed on reference for all claims processed, with full audit rights; such reference should be specifically defined in the final contract.

AWP indicates average wholesale price; PBM, pharmacy benefit management.

Such spread pricing on generic drugs is extremely important for plan sponsors, as it can average as much as 10% to 15% per generic prescription processed and can amount to lost cost savings to a plan sponsor of as much as $2 million annually per 100,000 lives covered.

- It is not uncommon for PBMs to maintain multiple MAC lists and charge individual clients off of the list that will actuarially prove most profitable to the PBM.
- Many PBMs will quote a highly aggressive MAC effective rate (eg, AWP minus 60%+), but fail to
Table 2 Plan Sponsor Strategies: MAC Pricing

1. Demand full pass-through of MAC pricing from your PBM and full audit rights to network reimbursement rates and data
2. Request the PBM to divulge the total number of different MAC lists it uses nationally and the rationale for having more than 1 list. Ask yourself, “If the PBM were truly acting in the best interests of its clients, why would it need to maintain multiple MAC lists?”
3. Demand full, regular access to the MAC list applied to your specific plan. Many PBMs will be reluctant to share their list, considering it proprietary in nature. In such a case, question the PBM's commitment to transparency and partnership with your organization
4. Ensure mutual understanding of how your PBM defines a generic drug
5. Ensure full disclosure of the discount level for generic drugs not included on the MAC list applied to your plan
6. Be sure you understand the methodology and frequency with which the MAC list is updated
7. Ask for the PBM's most recent performance figures for generic reimbursement in your geographic region, including:
   - Current MAC effective rate—the average percent discount off the AWP for drugs processed by the MAC list to be applied to your organization
   - Percent of total frequently dispensed generic drugs represented on that MAC list (ideally, at least 95%)
   - Number of individual line items on that MAC list
   - Overall generic effective rate (the average percent discount off MAC, usual and customary pricing, or AWP discount. This performance metric is probably the most important, because it is the most equitable means of comparing generic reimbursement rates of PBMs
   - Overall PBM generic utilization rate—percent of total prescriptions filled for generics by plan sponsors. Ask for clear description of what drug benefit products and/or classes (eg, insulin, diabetic test strips, medical devices, over-the-counter medications, compounds) may be excluded
8. Establish clear terms about the PBM's policy for establishing MAC pricing on new generics from multiple manufacturers. Consider establishing performance guarantees for the timing of MAC price establishment on new generics
9. Strongly consider using performance guarantees for the overall generic effective rate. Avoid guarantees around MAC effective rate, which can easily be manipulated by the PBM to meet performance standards while retaining significant spread

reveal that the rate quoted was based on a MAC list that only covers a limited percentage of the total generic drugs most commonly used by a plan's members. Those drugs that are excluded from the MAC list will be charged to the plan sponsor at a much less attractive level (eg, AWP minus 15%-20%), resulting in even greater spread revenue for the PBM.

- If the PBM is failing to provide all plan sponsors with access to its most broad and aggressive MAC pricing list, then there is also a disincentive for the PBM to act quickly in passing along aggressive MAC pricing discounts to clients when new generic agents become available. The longer the PBM delays the pass-through of its MAC pricing on these drugs, the greater the revenues it retains for itself.

As an example, in April 2007, the popular sedative/hypnotic agent Ambien (zolpidem) became available generically via several generic manufacturers. While the price of the branded version of this medication was as much as $4.90 per tablet, the acquisition cost of this product to most pharmacies plummeted almost overnight to as low as $0.30 per tablet. In situations like this, most major PBMs will move quickly to establish aggressive MAC pricing with their national network of pharmacies. However, this does not mean that the PBM will move quickly to pass along the newly established aggressive MAC rate to its contracted clients. The longer the PBM delays doing so, the greater the spread on this new generic product the PBM retains, and the more substantial the lost cost savings opportunity for the plan sponsor.

- If the PBM is owned by or directly affiliated with a retail pharmacy chain, there may be further disincentive to quickly and aggressively establish MAC pricing, as doing so runs the risk of negatively affecting the profitability of its parent retail chain affiliate, who dispenses such drugs.

Manufacturer Rebates: Reservations Required

Another major revenue source for traditional PBMs is drug rebates from pharmaceutical manufacturers. Traditionally, rebates are dollars paid back to PBMs by the drug manufacturer in exchange for favorable positioning of its products on the PBM’s drug formulary or within a specific plan design. Rebates can also be paid to the PBM for less restricted access to drugs (eg, no prior authorization) within a drug benefit program or for market share performance of a manufacturer’s products versus current competitors.

For a variety of very good reasons, rebates today represent one of the most controversial areas of PBM busi-
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ness practice, which is also highly scrutinized. The challenges and controversy stemming from branded drug rebates include:

- Similar to the different forms of spread revenue retained by PBMs with network pharmacy discounts, many traditional PBMs will also retain a significant proportion of any rebate dollars generated by a plan’s utilization and collected from pharmaceutical manufacturers on a plan’s behalf.

- Many PBMs are reluctant to divulge actual rebate agreements between themselves and the pharmaceutical manufacturer and the portion of rebates it retains, deeming such agreements as proprietary in nature. This creates a major dilemma for plan sponsors, because the sponsor then remains largely in the dark in knowing how one drug product in a class compares with another from a net pricing perspective.

As will be discussed later, a variety of prominent lawsuits have been waged against the major for-profit PBMs over the past decade by plan sponsors alleging the promotion of more expensive drug products as a way of enhancing the PBM’s own rebate revenues at the plan sponsor’s expense.

- As a means of further retaining rebate earnings from its clients, many PBMs may forego the negotiation of aggressive rebates and alternatively negotiate additional administrative fees into their contracts with drug manufacturers. Such fees can take many shapes and forms and are routinely disguised as incentive fees, data management fees, data-sharing fees, performance fees, rebate management/administration fees, access fees, formula-23y management fees, professional services fees, health management fees, educational grants/fees, and drug promotional/advertising fees.

By reclassifying rebates and collecting greater administrative fees from manufacturers, a PBM can then tout the fact that they are passing through a large portion (up to 100%) of the rebate dollars to its clients, but in reality is still retaining major revenues for itself by shifting such dollars out of the rebate bucket and into the administrative fee bucket, of which it retains 100%.

Administrative fees also create an incentive for PBMs to be less aggressive in negotiating actual rebate discounts off of the price of a drug, so that more of those discount dollars can be shifted into the PBM’s fully-retained administrative fees.

- Academic research has reported that major PBMs can retain, on average, 38% to 40% of rebate dollars collected from drug manufacturers, and such revenues can represent a significant, however decreasing, proportion of a PBM’s gross annual profits.

- When rebate income and administrative fees tied to branded drugs outweigh revenue from plan sponsors, one must question whose best interests the PBM is truly representing.

Such undisclosed earnings raise a number of important questions:

1. Do such branded revenue streams create a disincentive to fully optimize the formulary positioning and maximize utilization of high-value generic drugs in several key drug classes?

2. Do such earnings create further disincentives for the PBM to streamline the number of products within key formulary classes or to employ more rigorous utilization management techniques (eg, step therapy, prior authorization, over-the-counter coverage) proven to yield substantial savings to plan sponsors?

3. Do such earnings compromise the true evidence-based nature of formulary decision-making at the PBM level?

4. Are educational efforts conducted by PBMs truly educational in nature, or simply the end result of a behind-the-scenes, revenue-generating commitment by the PBM to help promote a pharmaceutical company’s newest brand-name drug product?

5. An additional revenue source for PBMs is the float on rebate dollars. For every day the PBM delays cred-

Table 3 Plan Sponsor Strategies: Manufacturer Rebates

- Require that the PBM disclose all contracts with drug manufacturers yielding any payment to the PBM
- Consider a requirement of full pass-through for all rebate earnings (including administrative fees) driven by plan’s specific utilization, with full audit rights to manufacturer contracts, rebate payments, and administrative fees
- Establish performance guarantees related to the invoice timing and as collection of and dispersing of rebate dollars back to the plan
- Demand access to plan-specific net drug cost information (after rebate and network pharmacy discounts) down to the individual national drug code level within all major drug classes
- For specific utilization management and educational programs the PBM may wish to implement in your plan (eg, provider/member education, medication adherence, therapeutic interchange), consider requiring full disclosure of any manufacturer revenue generated by such programs; use policies that require plan-specific sign-off before implementation

PBM indicates pharmacy benefit management.
Although such discounts may seem appealing, PBMs may offer substantial rebates in exchange for volume purchases. As such, PBMs will often push for MAC pricing on generic drugs dispensed by mail; ensure the safeguards described earlier for a MAC list. Before implementing a mail service program, particularly a mandatory mail-order benefit design, carefully model the actuarial impact of such a program. Such modeling should incorporate differences in comparative reimbursement rates between mail and retail, dispensing fees, lost copay revenue, disenrollment rates, and potential waste.

• Request that the PBM provide an acquisition cost-based pricing model for its mail service, with direct 100% pass-through of its actual acquisition cost for drug products acquired via mail facilities, but at a higher dispensing fee; note that many PBMs will likely be reluctant to provide such a model, which can significantly limit their profitability potential.

• Consider shopping mail-order service from many vendors as a separate carve-out benefit.

• Recognize that to retain prescription volume and foot traffic, many retail pharmacies are willing to accept lower discounts and dispensing fees from PBMs on 90-day supplies of long-term medications dispensed via their retail outlets. Ask your PBM if it provides a 90-day retail network and compare discounts with mail; this may allow the plan sponsor to capitalize on greater discounts, while providing similar conveniences of mail, but with a more personalized option for its members.

• If implementing a mail benefit, consider requiring that the first fill of a newly prescribed long-term drug be limited to a 30-day supply at retail; this may help mitigate issues of waste from intolerability or dosing changes.

• Contractually prohibit mail services from engaging in:
  - Unauthorized therapeutic interchange programs
  - Unauthorized promotion of brand drugs to plan members
  - Repackaging of products
  - NDC up-charging

• Require full disclosure of all administrative fees and other incentives offered to the PBM by drug manufacturers for product acquisition and mail distribution activities.

• Ensure that the PBM’s rebate guarantees include prescriptions dispensed by mail.

Mail-Order Pharmacy: Friend or Foe?

As the PBM industry has grown and evolved, many larger PBMs have expanded their business model and profitability through the development and/or acquisition of in-house mail-order prescription drug delivery services. PBMs have worked hard to popularize such mail-order programs as a key strategy that plan sponsors should use to enhance control over rising prescription drug expenditures. Mail-order pharmacy has become a core component of the business model for most major PBMs and is currently reported to represent a significant portion of their overall profitability.11

Plan sponsors and their patients can clearly benefit from certain advantages of mail-order prescription service, such as enhanced convenience, dispensing accuracy and efficiency, formulary adherence monitoring, and patient compliance programming. More controversial, however, is the validity of claims by PBMs that mail-order programs offer significant cost savings to plan sponsors.

Very limited research has been conducted to definitively establish a significant economic value of mail-order pharmacy service. The limited study data published show mixed results, raising questions about the cost impact to the plan sponsor.12-16 Adding to these questions are more recent trends toward greater rates of discount in the retail setting, higher generic utilization rates, and increased levels of patient cost sharing. With these trends, plan sponsors can run a significant risk of greater cost exposure through mail-order, particularly if the plan elects to waive copayments as an incentive for its members to use mail service.

When evaluating the utility of mail-order programs (Table 4), plan sponsors need to keep in mind the following important facts:

• Dispensing of generic drugs via mail represents one of the largest opportunities for profitability for PBMs who own such facilities.17 As such, PBMs will often refuse to accept MAC reimbursement for generic drugs dispensed via mail, and will typically push for a fixed discount off of AWP (eg, AWP minus 50%-55%) instead.18 Although such discounts may seem significant, those familiar with the nuances of gener-

Table 4 Plan Sponsor Strategies: Mail-Order Pharmacy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ask your PBM for detailed information on all their mail-order pricing components and demand full audit rights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Push for MAC pricing on generic drugs dispensed by mail; ensure the safeguards described earlier for a MAC list.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before implementing a mail service program, particularly a mandatory mail-order benefit design, carefully model the actuarial impact of such a program. Such modeling should incorporate differences in comparative reimbursement rates between mail and retail, dispensing fees, lost copay revenue, disenrollment rates, and potential waste.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request that the PBM provide an acquisition cost-based pricing model for its mail service, with direct 100% pass-through of its actual acquisition cost for drug products acquired via mail facilities, but at a higher dispensing fee; note that many PBMs will likely be reluctant to provide such a model, which can significantly limit their profitability potential.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consider shopping mail-order service from many vendors as a separate carve-out benefit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognize that to retain prescription volume and foot traffic, many retail pharmacies are willing to accept lower discounts and dispensing fees from PBMs on 90-day supplies of long-term medications dispensed via their retail outlets. Ask your PBM if it provides a 90-day retail network and compare discounts with mail; this may allow the plan sponsor to capitalize on greater discounts, while providing similar conveniences of mail, but with a more personalized option for its members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If implementing a mail benefit, consider requiring that the first fill of a newly prescribed long-term drug be limited to a 30-day supply at retail; this may help mitigate issues of waste from intolerability or dosing changes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractually prohibit mail services from engaging in: Unauthorized therapeutic interchange programs Unauthorized promotion of brand drugs to plan members Repackaging of products NDC up-charging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Require full disclosure of all administrative fees and other incentives offered to the PBM by drug manufacturers for product acquisition and mail distribution activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure that the PBM’s rebate guarantees include prescriptions dispensed by mail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MAC indicates maximum allowable cost; NDC, national drug code; PBM, pharmacy benefit management.
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ic drug pricing understand that use of an aggressive MAC pricing program can yield substantially better discounts (eg, AWP minus 65%-70%).

- Allowing PBMs to use an AWP-based discount on generics by mail opens the door for the PBM to use up-charges to plan sponsors. Up-charging involves the selective purchasing of products at lower acquisition costs and charging plan sponsors for an alternative national drug code (NDC) number of the same product that carries a higher AWP.

- Another form of up-charging used by many mail facilities is repackaging. Given the volume of prescription drugs being dispensed through most mail facilities, such facilities will typically purchase drug products from manufacturers in larger bulk quantities at a substantially lower acquisition cost per unit. Many of these facilities will also carry repackager licenses, which permit the mail facility to repackage drugs purchased in bulk into much smaller containers for distribution. Many PBMs will then bill the plan sponsor, using the smaller-sized repackaged NDC number that will almost universally carry a significantly inflated AWP unit price.

- PBM-owned mail facilities can directly influence prescribers to switch prescription drug products to alternative agents representing higher profitability to the PBM (via rebate retention or purchasing margins), but not necessarily representing lower net costs to plan sponsors.

- Many PBMs may offer to waive dispensing fees and/or administrative fees on mail prescriptions as an enticement to plan sponsors to promote mail programs. However, if the net costs of claims filled through mail distribution are higher than retail, the bottom line may simply be higher costs to plan sponsors and greater revenue to the PBM.

- Many of the administrative fees described earlier that are paid to PBMs by drug manufacturers can also be tied directly to promotional programs employed in conjunction with mail distribution. Once again, the plan sponsor may not be aware of any of these programs, which are not entitled to any of the revenues they generate for the PBM.

- Some PBMs may exclude the sharing of rebate earnings via mail-order prescriptions as a means to offset their service charges for the provision of mail distribution.

- Intuitively, mail dispensing also poses a greater risk of waste to plan sponsors. If a patient receives a 90-day supply of medication by mail and then develops an adverse effect, requires a different dose strength or formulation, or terminates membership early in that 90-day course of therapy, a good portion of the medication is wasted at the plan’s expense.

- Wall Street analysts have estimated that the average profitability to a PBM of a prescription dispensed through their own mail facility is approximately 4 times that of a retail prescription, with generic drugs being the most profitable of all transactions.\(^\text{19}\)

### Data Access, Data Protection

Historically, plan sponsors have required very limited depth of data from their PBMs for plan-specific utilization, reporting, and trending. Savvy plan sponsors, however, are now demanding much greater access to such information to reconcile PBM billing information, validate PBM commitments to transparency, and monitor pricing and trending, particularly if performance guarantees have been established contractually with their PBM (Table 5).

Plan sponsors should also be cognizant of their members’ prescription utilization data being very valuable for market research firms and drug manufacturers who stand to gain significant benefit from a plan’s specific utilization patterns, member demographics, and prescribing habits of its network physicians. Consequently,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5</th>
<th>Plan Sponsor Strategies: Claims Data Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Demand access to routine sharing of electronic claims data detailing all the plan’s prescription transactions; try to provide this with every billing cycle for auditing and reconciling billing information from the PBM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Compare and contrast reporting packages from various PBMs to assess level of detail and practicality of the information for assisting the plan in monitoring utilization patterns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Determine if the PBM provides a tool that permits plan sponsors to directly access its utilization data by a web-based dashboard or query platform</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ask the PBM to share its policies about data sales and require full disclosure of sales revenues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Assess the relative value of your plan’s claims data and consider contractual language to limit the aggregation and sale of the data or to add provisions requiring some revenue sharing in exchange for permitting the PBM to aggregate and sell such data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PBM indicates pharmacy benefit management.
Evidence-Based Medicine (EBM) is defined as “the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of current best evidence to make decisions about individual patient care.” The practice of EBM involves combining clinical expertise with the best available clinical research, patient values, and best practice standards. Following EBM is considered central today across all components of our healthcare system as a means to improve quality of care at a more manageable cost.

PBMs are in a unique position to assist plans in driving higher levels of quality and value in the delivery of healthcare to plan members. It is therefore essential that PBMs are held to the most rigorous of standards to ensure that the clinical programming they use on behalf of their clients (eg, formulary development, provider and patient education, and all aspects of clinical drug utilization management) is anchored in the most sound, evidence-based clinical processes possible.

Hence, plan sponsors must carefully compare and contrast the true depth and evidence-based value of clinical programs offered by one PBM versus another. Sponsors should seek to gain an understanding of the clinical, academic, and practice-based resources embedded within a PBM’s clinical program development and implementation processes.

Considering that a PBM’s formulary often takes center stage in the development and deployment of its clinical programming strategies, formulary decision-making processes at the PBM level are important to evaluate. Plan sponsors should request a detailed description of the process flow involved in the development and management of a PBM’s formulary. PBMs should be asked to provide credentials of all voting members serving on its formulary decision-making body—usually the Pharmacy & Therapeutics (P & T) Committee—as well as the policies used to screen for and manage potential conflicts of interest among its committee members. Sponsors should request sample copies of P&T agendas, minutes, and review materials to evaluate the degree to which that PBM is critically assessing the available clinical data, grading the level of integrity of published scientific evidence, and pinpointing for its P&T Committee members the potential strengths and weaknesses of a new drug product versus existing standards of care.

If all these things are not evident from a PBM’s formulary review, sponsors must question the reason. For example, are there underlying manufacturer relationships that the PBM is unwilling to jeopardize by pointing out a new brand-name drug’s potential clinical shortcomings versus existing brand-name or generic alternatives?

In addition, in recognition of the enormous opportunity that generic drugs represent for plan sponsors in driving higher levels of cost-efficiency without compromising

Table 6 Plan Sponsor Strategies: Audit Rights, Obstacles

- Build contract language allowing full audit rights to all PBM network pharmacy contracts, claims data, manufacturer rebate and administrative fee contracts, mail service purchasing invoices, clinical coverage criteria, and formulary decision-making records
- Include contract clauses that identify all documents and data to be made available to your auditors
- Include contract terms that prohibit the PBM from limiting who may perform such audits, at what times, and under what circumstances. This is key, because PBMs can create significant roadblocks to limit a plan sponsor’s auditing capability
- PBMs that outsource relevant functions should commit to full transparency and audit rights to its subcontracted vendor relationships and services

PBM indicates pharmacy benefit management.
quality of care, plan sponsors are advised to assess the PBM’s ability to assist in maximizing generic utilization. First, a PBM’s formulary should be reviewed to determine the breadth of brand versus generic options within key therapeutic areas where well-tested, clinically sound generic products are available. For example, in high-profile categories, such as proton pump inhibitors, statins, antihypertensives, and antibiotics, a PBM formulary that consists of a high percentage of single-source branded entities, with limited utilization management controls around those entities, is more than likely the result of a PBM’s intent to capture greater branded drug rebates. As discussed earlier, the end result of such a broad-based formulary is often higher revenues for the PBM and increased net bottom-line drug expenditures for the plan.

Second, PBMs should be asked to detail the various clinical and administrative programs available to influence physician prescribing of generic agents whenever clinically appropriate and to drive greater patient education and awareness of the value of generic drug options. Each PBM should also provide plan-specific speculative growth in generic utilization rates using benchmark results of such programming across its existing client base.

Finally, and probably most important, plan sponsors must assess the level of innovation that a PBM can deliver in its clinical programming. PBMs should be asked to illustrate the types of clinical programs and resources they believe can distinguish their organization in its ability to assist its clients in not only lowering drug costs but more important in enhancing the level of clinical outcomes for its members. As our industry evolves, plan sponsors should be holding PBMs to a higher clinical standard, thus driving a paradigm shift away from revenue-generating administrative activities and toward a more focused level of clinical innovation, improved quality of care, and patient-centered programming.

**Administrative Fees: Seeking Stability**

With every transaction processed on behalf of a client—a paid, rejected, or reversed claim—the PBM incurs a cost that is transferred to its clients in the form of a transaction fee. With most traditional PBM financial models, the PBM will apply a certain margin (often highly variable) onto each transaction fee as a means to cover its overall administrative costs. This practice is often referred to as “fee-per-transaction pricing model.” The challenge posed by this type of model is that it decreases incentive for the PBM to control excess utilization or inappropriate processing of prescription medications, because every added transaction translates into more fees paid to the PBM. Sponsors who elect to proceed with this type of pricing model should understand how such fees will be assessed, and whether they will be applied to all claims or just paid transactions. If applied to all claims, the sponsor must carefully examine its own historical claims activity to accurately project administrative fees that will be incurred from reversed and rejected claims.

As an alternative, plan sponsors can explore a per-member-per-month pricing model, which pays the PBM a flat monthly fee per enrolled member to cover all its administrative costs, regardless of the number of prescriptions dispensed. In this model, the plan sponsor will pay the PBM a per-transaction fee, but that fee is simply a pass-through of the PBM’s entire actual incurred claim-processing costs, with no added margin per claim. This model provides plan sponsors with more stable upfront total administrative cost projections and less risk of significant cost fluctuation because of growth in per-capita volume of prescription drug claims processed.

**Litigation Review**

Within the past decade, plan sponsors have slowly become more privy to a number of the behind-the-scenes tactics described above that PBMs have used to exploit revenue for themselves, frequently at their clients’ expense. In turn, several government agencies and other third-party payors have filed a number of high-profile...
lawsuits against major PBMs alleging a variety of inappropriate business schemes, including fraud, kickbacks, overcharges, and breach of fiduciary duty to plan sponsors. Several of these lawsuits have since resulted in hundreds of millions of dollars in fines and settlements being paid by some of the largest for-profit PBMs.21

Despite the high-profile nature of these lawsuits and much greater demand from plan sponsors for a more transparent and well-aligned PBM business model, many of these PBM practices may still exist today. On evaluating potential PBM partners, sponsors are advised to carefully research lawsuits and government investigations against such PBMs. Sponsors should also require PBMs, by request for proposal processes, to fully disclose all past and present litigation or investigations involving their organization, including the nature of the allegations, their current status, and any resultant changes in policies and practices by the PBM.

Consultants: Choosing the Right Dance Partner

In an effort to simplify the administrative complexity of a PBM assessment process and to ensure the best value in final PBM selection, many plan sponsors will use benefits consultants with specific expertise relative to the PBM industry and PBM contracting. Although such consultants can provide significant value to the plan sponsor, the selection should also be conducted with equal due diligence (Table 7).

Plan sponsors are advised to carefully assess a consulting firm’s background and experience in this particular realm. Many consultant firms may also have their own conflicts of interest, including brokerage relationships with select PBMs generating sizable chunks of revenue for the consultant.

Conclusions

In light of unrelenting cost pressures and increasing complexity of pharmacy benefit programs, payors will undoubtedly continue to rely on the resources and expertise of PBMs. But with pharmacy benefits representing a significant component of overall healthcare delivery and healthcare spending, it becomes of paramount importance that plan sponsors exercise extreme due diligence in critically evaluating choices about PBM vendors. Keys to ensuring optimal selection of a PBM partner include a strong understanding of industry trends, keen awareness of PBM business practices, effective strategies to protect a plan’s best interests, and a commitment to forego simple spreadsheet analyses in assessing PBM options. The end result is the promotion of a rewarding PBM–payor relationship and, ultimately, a better-quality, value-driven pharmacy benefit program for the plan and its members. Such concerted efforts among plan sponsors can help to drive further transformation within the industry, whereby PBMs that exemplify the key principles of alignment, transparency, business integrity, and clinical innovation can rise to lead this industry into the future.
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Stakeholder Perspectives
Maximizing Savings, Efficiency, and Quality when Contracting with a PBM

The management of a pharmacy program for a health plan or an insurance company is a complex task. To be effective, an active staff of skilled pharmacists is required to direct the clinical, qualitative, and financial components of the operation. Management of the pharmacy benefit, drug formulary, and contracts with a retail pharmacy, specialty pharmacy, or a pharmacy benefit management (PBM) company represent the core elements of such a task and require expertise, experience, and administrative acumen to successfully administer an effective program.

PHARMACY DIRECTORS: The pharmacy director or the vice president of pharmacy services must take the lead in all aspects of management of the pharmacy benefits of their organization. The decision whether to contract with a PBM or to perform the services in-house lies with the pharmacy and finance departments of the health plan or the health insurance company.

An effective method to evaluate potential PBMs involves the development of an extensive and detailed request for proposal (also known as RFP) that addresses all the core business needs of the company, including a detailed list of all the services that will be covered by the terms of the contract.

The degree of control of the pharmacy benefits is established via the contract terms. A savvy pharmacy manager can effectively eliminate all gray areas from a contract by specifically defining all the financial terms and negotiating all necessary restrictions to protect the health plan or the insurance company, the patients, and any contracted pharmacies from inappropriate terms that diminish the quality of the program and increase the budgetary impact.

HEALTH PLANS: Relying on the PBM to direct the negotiations leaves the company open to significant lost opportunities for the best possible contract terms. Rather, the health plan/insurance company must determine its critical service needs, define the payment structure for each service, negotiate control over the fee structure for all participants, and maintain ownership of all claims data, with the goal of maximizing savings and efficiency without compromising quality or service.

James T. Kenney, Jr, RPh, MBA
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Aligning Incentives in Healthcare Transactions

MEDICAL DIRECTORS: Healthcare is a complex marketplace that requires integrated, cooperative interaction of many stakeholders with every transaction. Partners compete for position, and as in any competitive market that matures, competition may occur at different levels. The first level on which the subcontractor’s performance is most often judged is price. If differentiating criteria are equal (or unidentified), the provider offering the lowest cost will be chosen. As prices stabilize and purchasers become more sophisticated, competition will occur at the levels of quality, or value-added service.

As payors and employers look to contract with pharmacy benefit management (PBM) companies, cost is often a primary driver. These companies have enough purchasing power to deliver lower acquisition costs, competitive retail pharmacy contracting terms, and adequate networks, and infrastructure costs that may be diluted over a larger number of transactions. As costs become less of a differentiator in selecting a PBM partner, companies can now consider other qualities, such as those well illustrated in Mr Calabrese’s article.

In the complex interaction that is healthcare, each link is trying to succeed on its own terms, and incentives are often not aligned across the continuum. By understanding how each party intends to succeed, and how the interaction can be mutually beneficial for all parties, and for the patients at the center of the transaction, the system as a whole can become more efficient. Mr Calabrese offers a wonderfully transparent view of one subset of these interactions that comprises a core of many healthcare transactions.

Thomas McCarter, MD, FACP
Chief Clinical Officer
Executive Health Resources